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ABSTRACT

The Hausdorff dimension of closed invariant sets under diffeomorphism is an interesting
concept as it is a measure of their complexity. The theory of holomorphic dynamical
systems provides us with many examples of fractal seta, and in particular, a theorem of
Ruelle [Rul] shows that the HausdorfF dimension of the Julia set depends real analytically
on / if / is a rational function of € and the Julia set of J of / is hyperbolic. In this
paper we generalize Ruelle's result for complex dimensional 2 and show the real analtyic
dependence of the Hausdorff dimension of the corresponding Julia sets of hyperbolic Henon
mappings.

1 Notations and lemmas

A generalized complex Henon mapping of C2 is a mapping which has the form

where p(y) is a monic polynomial of degree at least 2 and a is a non-zero complex
number. Let / be a finite composition of generalized complex Henon mappings.

Following [Hu].and [BS], define

^ = {p e Cs : {f±n(p) : n = 0,1,2,...} is bounded},

and J* = d/sT*, K = K + n K~ and J = J+ n J~.
Throughout this paper, we will assume that / is hyperbolic on J. By a result of

[BS], / satisfies Axiom A. It implies that / has Markov partitions on J.



For any c > 0 and any x € J, we define

W'(f,x):=W(x):~{yeC>: limm
+OO

lim <
n—*•—(SO

> W x):=W»(x):= W"(x, £) - {y £ C2 : d{/"(y), /"(*)) < c, n 6 Z" },

where d(-, •) denotes the standard distance of C2.
We call W'(x) (resp. W(x)) the stable manifold (resp. unstable manifold) of /

at I . We call Wt*(z) (resp. W^fx)) the t-stable manifold (resp. t-unstable manifold)
of / at i .

We also denote

£' = £" =

We call £ J (resp. £") the siai/e /aminafion (resp. unstable lamination) of / . We
call £ ' (resp. £") the t-stable lamination of £* (resp. t-unstable lamination of £*).

A subset R C J is tailed a rectangle if it has small diameter and [x,y] £ R
whenever x,y e fi, where [x,y] denotes the unique intersection point of the local
stable manifold at x and the local unstable manifold at y. R is called proper if R
is closed and R = intR (intR is the interior of R as a subset of J). For x £ R
let W(x,R) = W;(x) 0 R and »V(j:,fl) = H^fx) D fi where t is small and the
diameter of R is small compared to t.

A Markov partition of J is a finite covering ft = {/Ji,- • •, Rn,} of J by proper
rectangles with

(a) intR, n tnffy = 0 for i ^ j ; and
(b) f(W(x,Ri)) D ^"( / (x) ,^) and /(H/"(*, ft)) C W"(/(a:), flj) when x £

m*fl, and /(x) € R,.

Theorem [Bol, 3.12]: J has Markov partitions "R of arbitrarily small diameter.
For x £ J, define

*•(*) = - log ||Z? r/|E. ||

where DIf : E% —> ^/(x) is the tangent map, and jl^r/ll denotes the operator norm
of the linear map.

Theorem [Bol, 4.6]: 4>" : J -+ R is Holder continuous with exponent 0 < 0 < 1.

We fix two small constants r2 > ri > 0 and open sets Uj = i)x€jB(x,rj) for
j = 1,2, where B(x,r}) denotes the ball centered at x with radius r,, such that

f(Vx) C Ut.

Considering L, = Cu fl Uj for j = 1,2, we have

By the Stable Manifold Theorem (see [HP, 6.4]), <j>v is actually locally Holder
continuous on each leaf of C\. Since J is compact, we can choose a small r > 0 with
r < r, such that <£u is Holder continuous on each leaf of £" := U I £ J { W " ( I ) } . More
precisely, we have

Lemma 1: There exist a small r > 0, 0 < /3 < 1, and a /arje /f > 0 suc/i that <fi"
is (K, 0)-Holder continuous on each leaf of Or, i.e., for any x 6 J and for any two
points j/i, jfc G Wr"(x) «w(A d(y,,y2) < r,

Remark: This lemma also follows by the A-lemma given by Mane, Sad and Sullivan
in [MSS].

A Riemann surface lamination is a locally compact, separable, metrizable space
M with an open cover by flow boxes {B;},ej and homeomorphisms

fo : B, -» D, x Ti

with D{ open disc in C and such that the coordinate changes in flj n B; are given
by

where the map

is continuous and, for each t £ Tj, Xij(\t) is holomorphic.

Lemma 2: For any small R > 0, £% := UIgj{H^(x)} is a Riemann surface
lamination in a small neighborhood of J.

Proof: We can take the flow box {i?,};g/ as the so called "partial flow boxes" given
by Ruelle and Sullivan in [RS], Then by [RS], ££ is a Riemann surface lamination.
D



As in [RS] or [Bol], we can take the Markov partition 72. = {Rj : j = 1, • • •, m}

where Uj and V3 are open sets in the submanifolds W'(XJ) and W*(XJ), respectively,
for some x, e J and (T,J/) is identified with [x,y]- For each Rj, we have a partial
flow box

Clearly every pair of leaves in fl" are "almost parallel" if the diameter of 7f is small
enough, i.e., they are smoothly (for example, C2) close. Then there exists A, ~> 1
such that for any x € Uj Pi J, any yt,yi € W^"(x) C B" (where t r is the maxima!
number i such that the local unstable manifold W*(x) C B"), we have

where d<(-,-) denotes the induced Riemannian metric in the leaf IV( i ) . Since 1Z
consists of finite number of Rj, we have

Lemma 3: There exists A > 1 such that for any x 6 J, 3to > 0 *«c^ ^ a * /<"" any
J/i,J/2 € W," wi/fc t < fo,

Let A" be a metric space, and p a non-negative real number. The Hausdorff
p-measure of X is defined as follows:

mJX) =s\ip\n{Yl\diam(Ai)Y

where the infimum is taken over all covers of X by a countable collection of subsets
At, Ai, • - •, each of diameter less than i. Then the Hausdorff dimension HD(X) is
defined by

HD(X) = sup{p : mp(X) = oo} = in({p : mp(X) = 0}.

Let C(J, R) denote the Banach space of continuous functions from the Julia set
J into the real line R with the sup norm. The topological presure P : C(J, R) —• R
is defined by

P(V) = l imsupi logfsup £ expC

where the supermum is taken over (n,8) separated sets E and b is an expansive
constant for f\j. The variational principle (see [Wa] or [Rul]) g'ves the following
formula:

where the supermum is taken over /-invariant Borel probability measures fi and
hp(f) is the corresponding measure-theoretic entropy. The topological presure has
also the following properties (see [Wa]):

(1) P is convex;
(2) for a strictly negative function ip, the map i • > P(ti(>) is strictly decreasing.

In this paper, we will prove the following theorems.

Theorem 1: For any x 6 J and small 6 > 0, the Hausdorff dimension t of
Wu(x,S) n J is defined by Bowen 's formula (see [Bo2] and [Su])

%,(«*") =0,

where t is independent of x € J, and 0 < f < 1,

Remark: For every hyperbolic generalized complex Henon mapping, the corre-
sponding t is strictly positive. However for hyperbolic generalized real 2 dimensional
Henon mappings ( could be zero.

Theorem 2: Suppose that {/fl} is a family of hyperbolic generalized complex Henon
mappings wkich depend real analytically on the parameter a, and that Ja is the Julia
set of /„. Then the Hausdorff dimension of Ja is a real analytic function of the
parameter a.

Corollary: // {/a : R2 -+ R2} is in a family of real generalized hyperbolic Henon
mappings which depends real analytically on the parameter a. Then the Hausdorff
dimension of Ja is a real analytic function of parameter a.

Remark: Ruelle [Rul] proved Theorem 2 when {/„} is a family of hyperbolic
rational mappings of C. Manning and McClusky [MM] and Palis and Viana [PV]
proved the C° continuity of the Hausdorff dimension of the horseshoes of hyper-
bolic Cl diffeomorphisms on real surfaces. For any positive integer r > 2, Mane
[Ma] proved the C~l continuity of the Hausdorff dimension of the horseshoes of
hyperbolic C diffeomorphisms on real surfaces.
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2 The proof of Theorem 1

We wil! keep the notations in Section 1. For S > 0 with 6 < min{eo, r) , where r
is given in Lemma 1 and e0 is given in Lemma 3, we will denote W = W"(x, S)r\J
and consider

By the definition of local unstable manifolds, we have

/-*(!*""(/*(*),«)) C W(z,6)

for any x 6 W and any positive integer n.

If 6 is chosen small enough, then by [Bol, Lemma 6.4] there exists a £ (0,1)
hich is independent of n and x, such that for any y 6 W(x,6) with dn(x,y) : =

>=o,i, • ,n-i d{r(x),P(y)) < S, we have
w
m a x

for * = -,n and

Lemma 4 (Laminated Distorsion Lemma): Let n be a positive integer, then for
the conformai map f~n : W"(f(s), 8) -> Wu{x, 6), and for any point y1 € W"(x\ 6)
where x' = /"(x), there exists a constant Ko > 0, such thatsuch that

Proof: Since /~" is conformai
j.di), we have

3=0

Then by Lemma 1,

I log | | /W-|* . || -

Hence,

*. II < (1)

We will call formula (2) the laminated distortion formula.

By Lemma 3 and (2), it is easy to get the following Corollary:

Corollary:

"" •I'r"\E:,\\)Cf-n(W(x\S))cW(x,AhK'S)\Dllf-"\B:i\\).

(2)

D

In particular.

£;,||. (3)

Now we recall the definition of (n, t) separated set and (n, t) spanning set. Let X
be a compact metric space, / a continuous mapping from X into itself, n a positive
integer and £ a positive constant. A subset E C X is said to be an (n,e) separated
subset with respect to / if x,y 6 E,x ^ y, implies that dn(x, y) > e.

A subset F C X is'said to be an (n,t) spanning subset with respect to / if
Vi e X, 3y e F such that dn(x, y) < t.

Suppose that E is an (n + 1, 6) separated subset of W of maximal cardinality,
then £ is an (n + 1,6) spanning subset for W. In this case, we claim the following:
Lemma 5:

1=0



Proof: Since E is an (n + \,8) separated set for W. Then Vx € W,3y 6 E such
that

S.

By the definition of unstable manifolds, we have that for any z £ W,

This implies that

(4)

for any y € W.
Let us assume that 3x0 6 W such that

u
Let j / 0 6 £ such that

By (4) and (5), we have

(5)

If 6 is small enough, we may assume that W"(fn(yo),6) is a closed imbedded disk,
then

This is a contradiction. D

Proof of Theorem l:,By Lemma 5, {Uf := f'n(Wu(fn(y0),S)))^E is a cover of

Let t be the unique number such that

P(t4?) = 0

then for any t > t, we have
/>((>") < 0. (6)

For simplicity, we denote f~"(y) := y' for any y € E.

j = o

where Do := (-42eA°£)', Co := maxvEy 4>u(y) and F' is an (n + 1,6) separated set of
J which contains B.

Then by (6), the Hausdorff dimension of W is at most t, i.e.

HD(W) < t. (7)

If / is an Axiom A diffeomorphism of a real surface with an ergodic invariant
measure ft, G^ is the set of future generic (or regular) points for n and A is the
basic set of / , Manning proved in [Mg] that the entropy &„(/) = HD(fi)Xlll where
HD(ft) is the Hausdorff dimension of G^ D W["c(z) which is independent of x £ A,
and A,, is the positive Lyapunov exponent corresponding to /j.

His proof can be adapted to our case, since in our case, / is Axiom A and / has
only one positive Lyapunov exponent. Our laminated distortion formula can replace
the mean value property in the proof of the formula

(8)

in [Mg, page 454-455}. Hence we also have the same formula (8).
Since P(t$") = 0 and t<f>u has an ergodic equilibrium state, say ft, then

M/) + W ) = 0-
As we know that W f\ G? ^ 0, then formula (8) implies that



By BirkhoiTs ergodic theorem (see [Wa]), we have that Aj, = —fi(<f>"}. Then

= t.

This proves that
ff£>(W) > t. (9)

By (7) and (9), we have
HD(W)-t.

Since t —f Pj^itijf) is a strictly decreasing function and F/|j(0) = htofl(f) = logd >
0, ( > 0 (see [Smj for the equality htop(f) — log d). As we know, J is not an attractor
of / , by [Bol, Theorem 4.11], we have that P/|,(<£*) < 0. This proves that ( < 1.

The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. •

For all x £ J we define
*'(*) = log II0,/IB.||

where Dxf : E'x -+ £y | r ) is the tangent map and || • || denotes the operator norm, by
exactly the same proof as in Theorem 1, we have

Theorem 1': For any x € J and small S > 0, the HD(W'(x,6) D J) is given by
the unique number t' for which

?/!,(*'*') = 0.

t' 15 independent of x € J, and 0 < (' < 1.

From now on we denote t = tu in Theorem 1, then by the existence of the local
product structure and a theorem in [Mt], we have the following theorem:

Theorem 3: Let t' and V be the same as in Theorem 1 and Theorem 1', then

Corollary: 0 < HD{J) < 2.

Remark: tn [Bo3], Bowen constructed a C' diffeomorphism with a horseshoe of
positive Lebesgue measure. Manning and McCIusky [MM] and Palis and Viana [PV]
proved that Bowen's example is nongeneric. By Theorem 3 and the above Corollary,
it is easy to see that Bowen's example cannot be found in the hyperbolic generalized
complex Henon family because HD(J) < 2. Moreover, such an example does not
exist in the hyperbolic generalized real Henon family which can be complexified into
the hyperbolic generalized real Henon family.
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3 The proof of Theorem 2

Let / be a fixed generalized complex Henon mapping of degree d > 2, and let /
be hyperbolic on its Julia set J. By [BSj, J is a basic set of / . Let U be a small
neighborhood of J such that J = n n €z/ n ( t / ) . Let H* be the set of all generalized
complex Henon mappings of degree d and let Hj C Hd be a small neighborhood of
/ in "H4 such that for every g £ Hj, the Julia set of g

J(g) = nB€Z/"((/)

is a basic, set, for g and there is a homeomorphism hg : J -+ J(g) such that

h9 ° fU = 9\j[g) ° ht

with hs C°-close to hj = id if g is C"-c!ose to / (for details, see [Sh, Chapter 8]). For
each g G "Hj, let TJ{s)C

2 = E'(g) © Eu(g) be the hyperbolic complex (l,l)-splitting
of J(g).

Since each g € Tij has fixed degree d, g can be parametrized by a family of
coefficients varying over Rm for some positive integer m. Precisely, let V be a small
open set in Rm such that

nj = {fa:ae V).

We simply denote J( / a) = ,/„ and h/a = ha. Now we give the statement of our key
lemma in this section:

Lemma 6: There exist a small S > 0, 7 € (0,1) and a constant C > 0 such that, for
allx 6 J and Vt/, z € W*(/, x)C\J with di(y,z) < | , ha is (C,~f}-H6lder continuous,
i.e.,

Before giving the proof of this lemma, we recall the following Proposition which
will be used in the proof of Lemma 6.

Proposition: For each x € J, W"(f,x) is an immersed hoiomorphic copy o/C (see
[Wu] or [BS]) and Wu(f,x) with the induced Riemannian metric has nonpositive
Gaussian curvature (see [La]), therefore W(f,x) is geodesically convex, i.e., each
geodesic ball flfl(y) tn W*(f,x) of center y and radius R > 0 is convex. Furthermore
f{Bli(y)) C Wv(f,f(x)) is also geodesically convex since f is hoiomorphic.

11



Proof of Lemma 6: If t is small enough, then W"(fa,x) is an embedded com-
plex disk with TxW^f^x) = Bu(/«,i) for every i 6 Ja (see [Sh]). Moreover
{W"(/a,x)}x6J,, is continuous in the following sense: 3{0ai}iej where

is a C2-conformal diffeomorphism with fla,i(x) = b.a(x), such that if/„ is C2-close to
/ then, for all x €. J, 9a,x is uniformly C'-close to the inclusion of W?(f, x) in C2.

We denote, for simplicity, for y e W"(f, x) and n £ N,

as the operator norm of Df" in the unstable direction.
Let A = inf{V»f(y) : y € W?{f,x),x € J} > 1. For 7 € (0,1), take a small

£1 > 0 such that

and take 6 > 0 with 6 « 1 such that the following is true for all x £ J:

dt(xux2)<2S^\Wf(Xl)^WJ(x2)\<u, for y,*eW?(f,x). (10)

Take V small enough such that for all /„ 6 7ij and all x € J, we have

- 1 S

and

<€i, for (12)

Let x € J, and j / , z e W*(/,z) n J be such that rf,(j/, z) < | . Take N > 0 such
that

^i(/ (i/)i/ (*)) ^ 2 - ^'U + 1 ( ^ ) ' / + ' (?))- (13)

Since every point in W"(f,x){~\J is an accumulation point of the set W"[f,x)C\J,
we can find x € ^"(Z, i ) n J such that £ is close to y and

In particular,

where Bs(f
N(x)) is the geodesic ball in W£{f,JN{i)) of center fN(i] and radius 6,

12

By Proposition, / N(Bi(fN(£))) is geodesically convex. Hence by considering
the mapping fN : f'N{Bs(f

N(r))) W

di(F(v),fN(*)) < MU,')

i)), we have

sup \\VfN(()\\

for some ^0 € / - " ( )- (16)

By (13) and (11), we have for 0 < rt < W,

W o M n ^ ^ ' o ^ n ' ) ) ) ^ , where »» = *.,/.,*,. (17)

On the other hand, by considering the mapping 0]^of^o6o : f~N(Bs(fN(x))) —>
«(/ , / " (£)) , we have

° Ml/Mo1 0 inf IIZJ.f^'o (18)

(19)

where rf0 is some point in f~N(B((frJ(i))) and the inequality (18) is due to the
geodesic convexity of f~rJ{Bf(fN(x})) (see Proposition).

Since 0aj! is conforinal and uniformly C2-close to the inclusion of W"{f,p] for
any p E J, 6j+x 0 f^ 0 &j is conformal for j = 0,1, • • -, N. Then we have

0 f? o 60)\\ = (20)

By (14), (15) and the geodesic convexity of Bs(fN(x)), it is easy to see that

MfN+1(v)Jfln(*))<Cldt(?'(v)-ff'W), wh«e C, = sup D»/(0

Then by (16) and the conformality of / on the unstable manifold, we have

(21)
J = 0

Since

2i, for j =

13



Then by (10) and (12),

where j = 0 ,1 , • -• , N - 1.
Since X>u/(/;(£o)) > A > 1 and 7 € (0,1), the function F : [A, oo) -f R defined

by F( \') = A"" - X is a strictly decreasing function, then

Hence by (17), (19), (21) and (13), we have

N-l

j = 0

(22)

By (22), we have

' o Mtf) , «o '

This implies that

where C = sup{\\ D^On^]] : a <E V,x € J,£ € W"(f,x)} • su

(23)

£ e

Remark: Palis and Viana proved Lemma 6 for the real dimension 2 case in [PV].

Corollary: There exists 70 € (0,1) suck that

Proof: This is a easy consequence of [Bol, Theorem 4.6] and Lemma 6. O

14

Proof of Theorem 2: Since the topological pressure P is a. real analytic function
on C^IJ, R) {see [Ru2] or [Ru3]), then above Corollary implies that

P : o ha V) R

is real analytic.
By a simitar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [Ma], we can prove that

n , n.j —T o yj^rvj

is real analytic.
Hence a i~> /„ >-> <ft o ha t-v P(< "̂ o fta) is real analytic.
Similarly (f,a) >-> P{t<t>" ° ^n) is real analytic.
If we choose an adapted metric on the neighborhood U of J, then <i>* < 0 on

,/„ = /*„(-/) fo- all a € V. This implies that, for any fixed a € V, the function t K>
P(r-<#; o Aa) has strictly negative derivative. Note that P(0) = A(Op(/o) = log d > 0
({Sm]) and P(0" o fta) < 0 (see [Bol, Proposition 4.8] or [Wa]), then the function
( i-+ P(tct>l ° ''a) has a unique zero at (" > 0, say. Then tJJ is a real analytic function
of a by the Implicit Function Theorem. •
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